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Waking Up With The World On Fire

… exotic songs that will reshape your inner
thoughts  into  ancient  voices,  drawing  you
further upon a story of harmony, suspense
and  mystery,  a  third  eye  into  mythical
worlds of your making. 

AVAILABLE AT THESE DIGITAL MUSIC STORES ... 

US Amazon . eMusic . Google Play . iTunes . 
Napster(Rhapsody) . Groove . 8Tracks . Orfium
Pandora . iHeartRadio . Slacker . Spotify . 
YouTube Red . Shazam . Sirius XM . Medianet

ASIA Yonder Music . Indievox . KK Box . Saavn .     
Express In Music

EU Anghami . Deezer . 7Digital . Qobuz . Akazoo .
Mix Upload . Tidal . Yandex . Zvooq . 
Imsteam . Claro . United Media Agency 



  'Waking Up With The World On Fire' is a canvas designed for a
new  music  direction  and  instrumentation  by  Maki.  Each  song  is
crafted to generate a phantom memory to another place and time,
having no boundary between imagination and what is heard.

  The 'World On Fire' album does not identify with any one particular
music genre, although it's roots evolved from Darkwave and World
Beat, with post-industrial adaptation of classical stringed and ethnic
instruments,  such as 'Dead Can Dance',  'Switchblade Symphony',
'Brian Eno'. 

  What makes 'Waking Up With The World On Fire' more unique is it
abandons human language, placing the human voice as a mystical,
lyrical  conte'  drawn  against  ancient  rhythms  and  night  dreams.
Took years to seek, refine, coalesce the signature vocals.

Album Notes:

  We know music is fundamental by its ethereal way of communication,
intrinsic,  knowing,  mysterious,  no  words  needed.  When a  human voice
joins in that sound, the mind will seek for personal, emotional, sometimes
rational meaning. Both are intrinsic genetic values, just like the glowing
light  surrounded  in  darkness,  a  focus  of  our  full  consciousness.  Now,
choose those voices from an other world, another time, a place existing
only in the imagination

  Maki started his musical journey in smoky bars and bowling alleys in the
rock, jazz, country, folk, solo, bands.   Some of them were for money and
some for  fun.   Since  leaving  the  stage,  Maki  has  been  creating  studio
soundtracks for indie filmmakers on the west coast.  In previous times and
locations  he  was  a  university  artist-in-residence,  aerospace  geekoid,
research department systems developer,  filmmaker, art director,  sculptor
and nobody you heard of before.

  "..seventy five percent of what you see is what you hear." 

 


